STOP DREAMING AND START CREATING WITH STEGBAR’S UNIQUE RANGE OF SHOWERScreens & MIRRORS

IN A WORD: A BATHROOM IS AN OASIS, A QUIET ENCLAVE WHERE YOU’RE FREE TO RELAX AND RECHARGE. MORE THAN MERELY FUNCTIONAL, A BATHROOM SHOULD BE BEAUTIFUL, A PLACE TO PAMPER YOURSELF, TO SHUT THE DOOR AND LET THE WORLD DRIFT AWAY FOR A FEW PRECIOUS MOMENTS.

The shower is the centerpiece of any beautiful bathroom or ensuite. Some people like the shower to blend seamlessly into the background, while others like it to be a standout feature. Regardless of your choice, it will be fitted expertly by our installation team to create your own perfect oasis.

- Frameless semi-frameless showerscreens options
- A range of mirrors and framed glass panels available
- Hardware colours to match the rest of your bathroom
- Installed by our team of highly skilled experts
- Various glass options
- Custom made to suit your space
THE STEGBAR FRAMELESS RANGE IS UNCOMPROMISING IN ITS DESIGN AND OFFERS CLEAN, SIMPLE LINES TO COMPLEMENT ANY STYLE.

Featuring an exclusive range of finely crafted hinges and hardware, polished or satin chrome finishes along with the addition of the Jett range of matte black pieces, Stegbar’s Frameless Showerscreens are simply in a class of their own.

- Clean simple lines to complement any design
- Custom made to fit any room and space
- Various glass options
- Luxury high-end finish

FOR A BATHROOM THAT EXUDES TIMELESS LUXURY AND STYLE, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR FRAMELESS SHOWERScreens
COMPLEMENT THE CLASSIC APPEAL OF YOUR FRAMELESS SHOWERSCREEN WITH THE PURE SIMPLICITY OF A CHROME FINISH OR MAKE A STATEMENT WITH OUR MATTE BLACK JETT HARDWARE RANGE.

Available in the enduring charm of polished and satin chrome and matte black finishes, Stegbar’s range of showerscreen handles can be tailored to match every other element of your bathroom. Whether it’s a sleek pull handle, a discreet knob or the ageless mushroom handle, the right handle to finish your showerscreen is right at your fingertips.

- Wide range of style options
- Door hardware matches clips, brackets, channels and hinges
- Polished and satin chrome and matte black finishes
- Solid brass and stainless steel construction

CHROME HANDLES
- Round knob
- Finger Grip knob
- Ribbed knob
- Square Finger Grip knob
- Square D handle
- Mushroom knob
- Rounded handle
- Square D handle
- Square knob
- Square pull handle
- Rounded handle
- Square E handle
- Square pull handle

JETT MATTE BLACK HANDLES
- Square D handle
- Square E handle
- Square pull handle
OVERVIEW

A BRILLIANT CHOICE IF WORKING TO A BUDGET, THE GRANGE’S FRAMELESS DOOR COMBINED WITH A THIN FRAME GIVES IT A MUCH CLEANER LOOK THAN TYPICAL FRAMED SHOWERSCREENS.

The Grange semi-frameless showerscreen is a framed showerscreen with a frameless door. You also have the benefit of a sliding door option, which is great for bathrooms where space is tight. There are various options available, such as overlay and inline, which our helpful consultants can guide you through.

- Pivot door and sliding door options
- Fully sealed to minimise water leakage
- Various configurations available
- Easy to clean slim perimeter and frameless door
- Made to measure for a perfect fit

FOR A SLEEK FRAMELESS LOOK THAT OFFERS UNQUESTIONABLE VALUE, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR GRANGE SEMI-FRAMELESS SHOWERSCREENS

INLINE

THE STEGBAR GRANGE INLINE’S STYLISH PIVOT DOOR SYSTEM IS ENGINEERED TO WITHSTAND EVERYDAY USE.

Available in a range of standard and custom configurations, and with a selection of coloured or chrome components, the Grange Inline Showerscreen’s sleek, flat finish will help create a visually spacious, stylish bathroom. And the Slim perimeter frame has no hidden corners, so it’s easy to clean and maintain.

- Inline pivot door for a sleek look
- Slim perimeter frame
- The ultimate in custom design flexibility
- Guaranteed to provide years of reliable, trouble free usage
- Pivot style door system
THE GRANGE OVERLAP SHOWERSCREEN ADDS TO THE DISTINCTION OF THE GRANGE SERIES. CLEVERLY CONSTRUCTED AND SEALED, IT FEATURES AN OVERLAPPING DOOR TO MINIMISE WATER LEAKAGE.

Available in a standard range of configurations, its semi-frameless structure combines elegance with a functional difference. So now you don’t need to choose between practicality or style.

• Overlapping pivot door stops water leakage
• Slim perimeter frame creates no hidden corners making it easy to clean and maintain
• Guaranteed to provide years of reliable and trouble free use

FOR BATHROOMS WITH BOLD DESIGN, IT HAS TO BE THE GRANGE BLACK SHOWERSCREEN

THE STEGBAR GRANGE BLACK SHOWERSCREEN HAS SLIM LINES AND A VARIETY OF FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS TO COMPLEMENT ANY DESIGN AND LIGHT. THE STYLISH PIVOT DOOR SYSTEM IS ENGINEERED TO WITHSTAND EVERYDAY USE.

Available in a range of standard and custom configurations, and with a selection of black components, the Grange Black Showerscreen’s sleek lines will help create a visually spacious, stylish bathroom. And the slim perimeter frame has no hidden corners, so it’s easy to clean and maintain.

• Black finish to make a statement
• Pivot style door system with inline option for a sleek look or an overlap pivot door option that stops water leakage
• Guaranteed to provide years of reliable, trouble free usage

TO ADD THE FINISHING TOUCH TO A STYLISH YET PRACTICAL BATHROOM, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR GRANGE OVERLAP SHOWERSCREENS
THE GRANGE SERIES SLIDER CREATES AN ELEGANT DESIGNER EFFECT WITH ITS CONTEMPORARY POLISHED CHROME FIXTURES AND DOOR HANDLES.

With a ball-bearing runner mechanism that allows for smooth gliding, and anti-lift guide technology ensuring the door always stays on track, it’s the ideal semi-framed showerscreen for spaces that don’t allow for a pivot door.

• Sliding contemporary door
• Smooth opening, doesn’t jump off tracks
• Range of configurations available
• Space saving, ideal for small bathrooms

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN CLASS AND DISTINCTION FOR YOUR BATHROOM, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR GRANGE SLIDER SHOWERScreens

PIVOT 2000 SHOWERScreens

THE PIVOT 2000 SEMI-FRAMED SHOWERSCREEN HAS A UNIQUE PIVOTING DOOR SYSTEM. THIS SEMI-FRAMED MODEL LENDS A FRESH NEW LOOK TO TRADITIONAL FRAMED SHOWERScreens.

Featuring the innovative On-Guard water seal and magnetic door strips to ensure a secure close, the Pivot 2000 Semi-Framed Showerscreen is a perfect blend of innovation and aesthetics.

• Easy grip handle
• Innovative water seal for minimised water leakage
• Pivoting door system
• Available in a range of standard frame colours and glass types
• Fully framed or semi-framed options

FOR A PRACTICAL BATHROOM, THAT DOES NOT COMPROMISE ON APPEARANCE, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR PIVOT 2000 SHOWERScreens
Mirror selection and edging options are crucial for creating a sense of spaciousness in any room. Stegbar offers custom-made mirrors with beveled and polished edges to complement the style of your shower screen and bathroom.

Beyond style, adding a quality mirror can make any room appear more spacious. Stegbar’s mirrors are practical and built to suit both the practical and safety requirements of your room.

- Stegbar custom makes all mirrors to your specifications.
- Stegbar installs mirrors to meet Australian building codes.
- Available in silver, grey or bronze.
- Available for new homes or existing homes and renovations.

To create a sense of spacious elegance anywhere in your home, it has to be Stegbar mirrors.
STEGBAR'S COLLECTION OF SHOWERSCREENS ARE AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS TO COMPLEMENT ANY DESIGN AND LAYOUT TO MEET THE LOOK, FEEL, OR ENVIRONMENT YOU DESIRE TO ACHIEVE. STEGBAR HAS THE SHOWERSCREEN SOLUTION TO MAKE YOUR VISION A REALITY.

Stegbar’s suite of standard showerscreen configurations is diverse enough to suit most applications, however we can also provide tailored options for those that require it. Speak to your Stegbar Consultant for more options and further advice when planning your bathroom build or renovation.

• Frameless
• Grange inline, overlap and slider
• Pivot 2000

*Not available in soft close option
WITH STEGBAR, YOU HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF CHOICES FOR YOUR SHOWERSCREEN GLASS.

You can choose between standard clear glass, low iron glass (which eliminates color distortion) or bronze and grey toned glass. If you're looking for an easy care option, our Nanoclean coated showerscreens cut cleaning time by up to 90%. Or for a highly personalized touch, we can print any image or pattern onto your glass. And for privacy, there are patterned and textured glasses. Whatever you decide on, all Stegbar showerscreens are glazed in accordance with Australian glazing standard AS 1288.

- Clear or low iron glass (which removes the green tinge from glass)
- Nanoclean coating to reduce cleaning time by up to 90%
- Printed glass can be used for a decorative finish
- Toned glass for privacy
- Toughened glass for safety
- Frosted glass for added privacy while still allowing light to pass through the glass

Whether you're focused on privacy, security or style, Stegbar’s exclusive range of glass is the key to creating the perfect showerscreen for your bathroom.
BUILDING OR RENOVATING YOUR HOME CAN BE QUITE DAUNTING. THAT’S BECAUSE YOU DON’T DO IT EVERY DAY, IN FACT YOU MIGHT ONLY EVER DO IT ONCE IN YOUR LIFETIME. AT STEGBAR WE DO IT EVERY DAY. THAT’S HOW OUR EXPERT INSTALLATION TEAM HAS EARNED ITS REPUTATION FOR DELIVERING ONE-STOP PEACE OF MIND FROM CONSTRUCTION TO SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION. SO IF YOU’RE AFTER A TEAM OF EXPERTS WHO’LL BE RIGHT THERE WITH YOU ALL THE WAY FROM INSPIRATION TO INSTALLATION, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR.

NANOCLEAN PROTECTIVE COATING

SPEND LESS TIME CLEANING YOUR SHOWERSCREEN AND MORE TIME ENJOYING YOUR HOME, WITH NANOCLEAN PROTECTIVE COATING, USING THE LATEST IN NANOTECHNOLOGY, NANOCLEAN FORMS AN IMMUNE BARRIER, DIRT AND GRIME BUILD UP IS MINIMISED AND CLEANED AWAY EASILY.

Nanoclean repels oil and water based substances, so a Nanoclean treated showstowm will not only remain cleaner for longer, but any dirt or grime that does appear on the surface is easily wiped clean using a damp microfibre cloth. What does all of this mean for you? Up to 90% less cleaning time.

- Maintains clear, bright, sparkling glass
- Reduces build-up of soap scum, hard water & lime scaling
- Environmentally friendly
- No hard scrubbing
- Up to 90% less cleaning time
- 10 year warranty
- Ask your Stegbar consultant about a Nanoclean treatment for your shower screen

FOR LESS TIME CLEANING, AND MORE TIME ENJOYING YOUR HOME, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR NANOCLEAN

INSTALLATION HAS NEVER BEEN SIMPLER: OUR INSTALLATION TEAM PROVIDES YOU WITH ONE STOP PEACE OF MIND, FROM ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION TO SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION

BUILDING OR RENOVATING YOUR HOME CAN BE QUITE DAUNTING. THAT’S BECAUSE YOU DON’T DO IT EVERY DAY, IN FACT YOU MIGHT ONLY EVER DO IT ONCE IN YOUR LIFETIME. AT STEGBAR WE DO IT EVERY DAY.

That’s how our expert installation team has earned its reputation for delivering one-stop peace of mind from construction to supply and installation. So if you’re after a team of experts who’ll be right there with you all the way from inspiration to installation, IT HAS TO BE STEGBAR.